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Forever 

i Time Cncugh For Love 
2 My Romance 

3 Mo on da nc e 

4 you Are There 

s Wish you Were Here 

e Sophisticated Swing 
7 Soon 

8 Little White Lies 
9 Song 

io Too Marvelous For Words 
Whatever Happened To Melody 

12 Halt Of April (Most Of May) 

13 And l 'll Be There 

Produced by Brooks Arthur for Primat Productions 
Executive Producer: Buddy Morra 
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There are a lot of} neat proverbs 

associated with the word "variety.’’ The most fiamiliar, ofj course, is the William 

Cowper classic, "Variety’s the very spice oh lihe, That gives it all its hlavor.” But an 

anonymous Chinese writer may have said it better when he wrote, "Sour, sweet, 

bitter, pungent, all must be tasted. ’’ Why all this talk about variety on a Michael 

Feinstein album titled "Forever"? 

Simple. Feinstein chose the title to underscore the timelessness oh the songs, 

even though many oh them are new. But he also had variety in mind. "Forever" is an 

album that stretches with tremendous range and style across the musical 

equivalents oh the "sour, sweet, bitter and pungent" oh the Chinese proverb. It is an 

album as comhortable with the big band rihhs oh "Sophisticated Swing" and the tender 

atmosphere oh "My Romance" as it is with the rocking rhythms oh ”Moondance” and 

the contemporary poignancy oh "Song. ’’ 

Having decided to put together a program that reached well beyond the 

classic American songs that have been the staple oh his repertoire, Feinstein had to 

search long and hard to hind material that hit his rigorous musical standards. 

Equally important, he wanted to assign each song to an arranger/orchestrator best- 

suited to the tune’s special qualities. It’s unlikely he could have done better than the 

assembled list oh talent that includes Jimmy Webb, Don Sebesky, Cddie Karam, 

Johnny Mandel, Larry Blank, Ralph Bums, Artie Butler and Jeremy Lubbock. 

The arrangers were as bond oh Feinstein as he was oh them. "Michael uses his 

musicality as a tool to his sensitivity, ’’ says Butler, who scored the Barry Manilow 

song "Soon" hor the album. "He doesn’t sing with boundaries, he sings with emotion." 

The album opens with Webb’s "Time enough For Love," chosen, says Feinstein, 

"because I like what it says — its philosophy." 

"And I love the way Jimmy’s arrangement starts with the strings," he 

continues. "It almost sounds like an overture or an introduction. And then it gets 

very grand — it’s a lovely opening statement.’’ 
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The second number is a Rodgers & Hart evergreen. For Feinstein, recording "My 

Romance’’ was somewhat comparable to putting "Isn’t It Romantic’’ on an earlier album. 

"Also,” he adds, "it’s a great standard, yet I don’t think — as.is the case with 

some standards — that people are tired ofj hearing it yet. It’s the kind oh song that, 

every time I hear it, I’m glad I hear it — even ifi it’s hrom a singer I’m not very bond oh. 

And I loved doing the verse; it’s so rarely heard, especially the last line: We don’t need 

that hlowery huss, no sir, madame, not hor us. ’” 

"Moondance” is a whole other ball game — probably the single most unexpected 

track on the entire album. 

"There certainly are going to be some people, ’’ laughs Feinstein, "who will say, 

'My God, he did "Moondance.”’ And the truth is I’ve never put anything like this on 

record behore. But it is a standard — even though it’s a very dihherent sort oh standard. 

A standard, in the most basic sense, is a song that withstands the test oh time. And 

Moondance’ — which was written around '68 or so — is a song that certainly has done 

that hor many, many people. ” 

A hurther reason hor recording "Moondance” was "because Van Morrison once 

said that he wrote it with a Frank Sinatra-type singer in mind, ” adds Feinstein. "It was 

his idea oh a more traditional sort oh song. Oh course, you have to remember that Van 

always had one hoot in the rock world and another hoot in the world oh standards. So I 

tried to give the song the kind oh interpretation that he may have had in mind when he 

created it. ” 

Several years ago, Feinstein asked Johnny Mandel ih he would do an 

arrangement oh "you Are There” — a song Mandel composed with Dave Frishberg’s lyrics. 

But the project never materialized until now. "I’ve loved the song ever since I heard 

Irene Krai sing it with Alan Broadbent, ” recalls Feinstein. "Dave did a record oh it about 

ten years ago, and I think Sue Raney may have recorded it. But Johnny told me he had 

never done an orchestration oh the song, so it’s very exciting to have a chart that was 

done by the composer. ” 

"It’s an unusual piece,” he continues, "because it’s about death — not exactly 
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your everyday popular song topic. But Johnny’s orchestration captures the mood 

perhectly. Ahter I had actually h'mished the track he came over hor the h'mal mix. He 

listened to it and said, 7 love it. It’s hine the way it is. And you might consider... ’ Then 

he stopped hor a moment and said, 'Well, let me put it this way. I’m going to say two 

words to you. Fred Astaire. ’ 

"I said, jokingly, 'you want me to tap dance?!’ But I knew what he meant. He 

wanted me to sing it less. Sven though the track I had done was very introspective, he 

wanted me to go one step hurther. So I went back and re-recorded it. I did it once 

through, and Johnny said, That’s it. 

"Wishyou Were Here” is perhaps best-known hrom its hit version by Cddie Fisher, 

which preceded the 1952 Broadway show. "I heard Fisher’s recording when I was a kid,” 

says Feinstein. "It was actually released behore the show opened, and was so popular 

that it probably helped make the show — which heatured a swimming pool on stage — a 

success. 

"I had wanted to do the song hor years. But when I suggested it to my producers, 

Brooks Arthur and Buddy Morra, both oh them said, Nah, you don’t want to do that. ’ I 

think it was because they were thinking oh Fisher’s record — which was hine hor what it 

was, but didn’t go quite as deep emotionally as I wanted to take it. 

"So I said, 'Wait a minute, let me show you what I mean. ’ I sat down at the piano 

and improvised the routine that’s on the record and they both said, Do it. ’ The thing 

that I’m most proud oh, in hact, is that almost all the instrumental higures were 

transcribed by Larry Blank hrom a tape I made — <50 this version is almost a 

transcription oh what I might have played on the piano as an accompaniment hor the 

song. ” 

Harold Rome, the composer oh "Wishyou Were Here,” was also impressed. Ahter 

hearing an advance tape oh the album, he responded with a note to Feinstein that read, 

in part, "I can’t tell you how pleased I was at the terrihic rendition — voice, 

arrangement, and a special delight that you did the verse as well!” 

"Sophisticated Swing, ” written by bandleader/composer Will Hudson and lyricist 



Mitchell Parish (who wrote the words tor "Stardust” and "Sweet Lorraine, ” among many others), has a 

solid, Swing Cra history. Composed in 1936, it was recorded the tollowing year by Bunny Berigan and 

became the theme song ot the Hudson-DeLange Swing band ot the late 30s. 

Feinstein first encountered it halt a decade ago when a triend sent him a copy ot the song. "I 

promptly put it away and torgot about it, ” he says. "Then, when I was looking tor material tor this 

album, I remembered it, searched the basement and tound it. I asked Marshal Barer to write the tag 

tor me — the lines 'Doubly delighted and magically mated, we’re neatly related and sweetly united, ’ 

and so torth. I doubt that it’s been recorded in the last 40 years, so it was a great opportunity to do a 

Swing song that’s completely tresh.’’ 

Barry Manilow’s "Soon” became part ot the line-up when a triend ot Feinstein’s who works at 

MGM/UA heard it in a rough cut ot the Don Bluth animated teature film, "Thumbelina.’’ 

"We contacted them immediately,’’ explains Feinstein, "they sent a lead sheet, and now I’m 

pleased to have the tirst recording ot the song. Barry was nice enough to spend a lot ot time at the 

recording session, just to make sure the song would be comtortable tor me. ” 

"Little White Lies’’ is another classic. Written in 1930 by Walter Donaldson, composer ot the 

music tor "My Buddy, ” "My Blue Heaven,’’ "yes Sir, That’s My Baby’’ and dozens ot others, it is — along 

with "you’re Driving Me Crazy’’ — one ot the only two hit tunes tor which he wrote lyrics and music. 

Billy Byers’ arrangement is modeled atter the hit 40s recording by Dick Haymes. "/ had also 

become acquainted,” says Feinstein, "with a later version that Haymes did in 1956 tor Capitol on an 

album called "Rain Or Shine." On that one, he does that little vocal twist I do at the end ot the tirst 

chorus — (singing) Those little wh-ite lies. ’ So I did it as an homage to Dick, because I love his voice. ” 

Possibly the most contemporary-tinged tune on the album is Paul Horner’s "Song. ” Feinstein 

describes it as "the song that I did in the most unabashedly pop style — because that’s what I think 

best suits the piece.” 

Homer actually wrote "Song” tor Feinstein in 1986, at a time when he was singing almost 

exclusively older melodies. 

"But Paul told me,” recalls Feinstein, "that he was sitting home one attemoon thinking, 'One 

day Michael’s going to start singing newer songs, and I want to be ready. ’ So he wrote this song, and 

sent it to me. I didn’t pay a lot ot attention at the time, and it surtaced again after we had already 

picked most of the songs for the album. I played it for Brooks and Buddy, and Brooks turned to me 

and said. This is the real find of the album, as far as I’m concerned. ’ 

"What I like best about it is that it’s a pop song, but it’s lyrically traditional - a well 

constructed song. It’s a number I feel I can sing without compromise, and that’s the hardest kind of 

new material for me to find. ” 
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"Too Marvelous For Words’’ was written by Richard Whiting and Johnny Mercer fjor 

the Ruby Keeler musical "Ready Willing And Able. ’’ This version, arranged by Ralph Bums, 

has several sets oh lyrics that will be unfamiliar to all except the most knowledgeable 

movie musical buffs. 

"I heard a bootleg record that had this long Too Marvelous’ routine from the 

film, ” says Feinstein. "But the sound was so bad that I couldn’t make out the words. 

Fortunately, my friend at MGM got me a videotape, and I was able to hear the entire 

soundtrack. As the different lyrics are performed in the film, they occur in different 

sequences, so I put together the routine that we use on the record. They’re all Johnny 

Mercer's words, and they’ve never been recorded by anyone. It’s thrilling to come up 

with something like this. It’s the kind of thing I live for. ’’ 

"Whatever Happened To Melody, ” another song overflowing with fascinating 

rhymes, was written by Ray Jessel and his wife Cynthia Thompson. 

"It’s never been recorded before, ” says Feinstein. "Ray wrote the lyrics for the 

Broadway show, "Baker Street," and some of the lyrics for Richard Rodgers’ last show, "I 

Remember Mama." I heard him sing Whatever Happened To Melody’ at a party and told 

him I wanted to sing it. He said, Fine, ” and as soon as I started singing it, I started 

getting letters asking when I was going to record it. So, here it is. ’’ 

"Half of April (Most of May)’’ is positioned modestly — perhaps even 

unobtrusively — near the end of "Forever, ’’ but it represents a landmark event for 

Feinstein. Written with lyricist Bob Merrill, it is Feinstein's first recorded original song. 

And he placed it on the album with some trepidation. 

"I’ve written a few things over the years,’’ he notes. "But with rare exceptions, I 

haven’t performed them, because I really haven’t felt that I wanted to put my own 

material up for comparison with the great songwriters, the reason this one surfaced is 

simply because everyone was so insistent that I put it on the album. And so I did, even 

though I’m not intimating that it’s a standard or anything like that.’’ 

"The funny thing is that when Cddie Karam was working on the orchestration, " 

continues Feinstein, "I suddenly began behaving like a composer. I started saying things 

feinstein 

like, 'No, don’t change that chord; that’s the chord that I want.’And I finally had to step 

out of my body and take a look at what I was doing, because Cddie’s arrangement is 

absolutely beautiful. ” 

The album closes with "And I’ll Be There,’’ a lovely ballad by Dave Grusin and 

Alan & Marilyn Bergman. Originally written for the film "For The Boys, ’’ it never made it 

into the completed picture. "I heard the song a couple of years ago, ’’ recalls Feinstein, 

"and I’m thrilled to be the first person to record it. I think it’s on a par with the 

Bergmans’ very best work.’’ 

It’s quite a set of songs — one that not very many singers could handle with the 

same grace and enthusiasm that Feinstein brings to each of his interpretations. 

"Forever" may not present a new Michael Feinstein, but it unquestionably spotlights 

qualities — his hard-driving vocal on "Moondance, ’’ his smooth ensemble blending on 

"Little White Lies, ’’ his high, soaring head tones on "you Are There, " to name Just a few — 

which are captivating expansions of his earlier work. 

"It’s a record that I feel very good about because I think it combines the best of 

the new with the best of the old, ’’ he says. And, although he won’t say it himself, it also 

reflects the growing intensity and magnitude of his remarkable talents. 

Typically, however, Feinstein goes back to the music and the musicians for the 

true measure of the album’s worth. 

"My biggest thrill in this entire project, ’’ he says, "was seeing the musicians at 

the different sessions come in the booth to listen on their breaks, instead of going out to 

get a cigarette. They actually applauded after Don Sebesky’s arrangement of "My 

Romance" was played." 

"And it wasn’t just that they were appreciative, ’’concludes Feinstein, "it was that 

they really seemed to understand what we were trying to accomplish. And that, to me, is 

the most gratifying feeling of all — to have the acknowledgement of my musical peers. ’’ 

Don Heckman 

o x ( 
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Michael Feinstein and Brooks Arthur would like to give special thanks to: 
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In remembrance of David Oliver. 

Michael Feinstein plays the Baldwin piano Baldwin 
Musicians: 
Contractor: Bill Hughes 

Librarian: Yvonne Richardson 

Drums: John Robinson, Dave Weckl 

Guitars: Dennis Budimir, Thom Rotella 

Bass: Chuck Berghofer, Jim Hughart, Bruce Morgenthaler 

Fender Bass: Dennis Belfield, Neil Stubenhaus 

Synthesizer: Randy Kerber 

Piano: Tom Ranier, Randy Kerber 

Keyboards: Randy Kerber, Mike Lang, Ian Underwood 

Percussion: Larry Bunker, Alan Estes, Alan Vavrin 

Harp: Gayle Levant 

Concertmaster: Bruce Dukov 

Violin: Murray Adler, Israel Baker, Arnold Belnick, Mari Botnick, Bette Byers, Henry Ferber, Armen Garabedian, 
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Glen Garrett, Bob Tricarico, Ronnie Lang 

Trumpets: Gary Grant, Stu Blumberg, Warren Luening, Oscar Brashear, George Graham, Frank Szabo 

Trombone: Charlie Loper, Bill Watrous, Bill Reichenbach, Kenny Shroyer 

Horns: Rick Todd, Brad Warnaar, Marni Johnson, Brian O'Connor 

Tuba: Jim Self 

Background Vocals: Lorraine Feather, Morgan Ames, Jon Joyce, Randy Crenshaw and Don Shelton 

Management: Morra, Brezner & Steinberg 

Los Angeles, CA 

For information about the 

Michael Feinstein Fan Club 
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i Time Cncugh For Love 3 46 

(Jimmy Webb; White Oak Songs, ASCAP.) 
Arranged and conducted by Jimmy Webb 

2 My Romance 4; 12 

(Rodgers, Hart; Warner-Chappell Music, ASCAP.) 
Arranged and conducted by Don Sebesky 

3 Mccndance 352 
(Van Morrison; WS Music Corp./Caledonia Sou! Music, ASCAP.) 

Arranged by Billy Byers and conducted by Eddie Karam 
Sax solo: Pete Christiieb 
Flute solo: Gary Foster 

4 you Are There 2.37 
(Frishberg, Mandei; Swiftwater Music/ Marissa Music, ASCAP.) 

Arranged and conducted by Johnny Mandel 
Flute: Steve SCujala 

5 With Jcu Were Here 3.53 
(Harold Rome; Chappell & Co., ASCAP.) 
Arranged and conducted by Larry Blank 

s Sophisticated Swing 4 24 

(Mitchell Parish, Will Hudson; Mills Music, Inc , ASCAP.) 
Arranged and conducted by Ralph Burns 

Sax solo: Pete Christiieb 

7 SOOn 3:12 

From 'Thumbelina' > 
(Bruce Sussman, Jack Feldman, Barry Manilow; 8,M;P,l. 

Music/Appoggtatura Music/Camp Song Music, 8MI.) 
Arranged and conducted by Artie Butler 

Trumpet solo: Warren Luening 

8 Little White Lies 2:ss 

(Walter Donaldson; Donaldson Publishing Company/Tobago Music 
Company/Ann Rachel Music Corp.. ASCAP.) ' 

Arranged by Billy Byers and conducted by Eddie Karam 

9 Song 4:49 

(Paul Horner; Cypress Tree Music/Primat Music, ASCAP.) 
Arranged and conducted by Jeremy Lubbock 

10 Too Marvelous For Words 3.55 
(Johnny Mercer, Richard Whiting; Warner Bros., Inc., ASCAP.) 

Arranged and conducted by Ralph Burns 
Trombone solo: Bill Watrous 

11 Whatever Happened To Melody 3:54 

(Cynthia Thompson, Ray Jessel; Bryn Celli Ddu, Copyright Management, SMI.) 
Arranged and conducted by Eddie Karam 

12 Halt Ofj April (Most Of May) 3:34 

(Bob Merrill, Michael Feinstein; All Nations/Bing Clawsby Music, ASCAP.) 
Arranged and conducted by Eddie Karam 

13 And I’ll Be There 4:17 
& Marilyn Bergman, Dave Grusin; Threesome Music. ASCAP/Roar'mg Fork Music, 8 MI .•> 

Arranged and conducted by Don Sebesky 
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